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Optimizing energy potentials for success in protein tertiary
structure prediction
Ting-Lan Chiu1 and Richard A Goldstein1,2
Background: Success in solving the protein structure prediction problem
relies on the choice of an accurate potential energy function. For a single
protein sequence, it has been shown that the potential energy function can be
optimized for predictive success by maximizing the energy gap between the
correct structure and the ensemble of random structures relative to the
distribution of the energies of these random structures (the Z-score). Different
methods have been described for implementing this procedure for an ensemble
of database proteins. Here, we demonstrate a new approach.
Results: For a single protein sequence, the probability of success (i.e. the
probability that the folded state is the lowest energy state) is derived. We
then maximize the average probability of success for a set of proteins to obtain
the optimal potential energy function. This results in maximum attention being
focused on the proteins whose structures are difficult but not impossible
to predict.
Conclusions: Using a lattice model of proteins, we show that the optimal
interaction potentials obtained by our method are both more accurate and
more likely to produce successful predictions than those obtained by other
averaging procedures.
Introduction
Research into the specific function and mechanism of a
protein generally starts with knowledge of its three-
dimensional structure. The only way of determining the
structures of most proteins is through laborious and time-
consuming experimental methods such as X-ray crystal-
lography or multi-dimensional NMR. In contrast, deter-
mining the sequences of proteins has become relatively
easy. The development of a general method for the pre-
diction of protein tertiary structure based on the protein
sequence remains, unfortunately, one of the great
unsolved problems in computational biophysics.
Predicting the three-dimensional conformation of a cor-
rectly folded protein can be divided into two distinct
steps: the construction of a fitness function to evaluate
the various conformations; and the search through various
possible conformations for the ‘best’ prediction most
likely to represent the native state. Neither part of this
problem has proven particularly tractable. The choice of
an appropriate fitness function has been a matter of
intense debate. If we assume that the correct conforma-
tion of the folded protein represents the structure of
minimum free energy, the most natural cost function is
the value of this free energy. Unfortunately, the parame-
ters describing the free energy, especially interactions
between the protein and the solvent, are still the subject
of much uncertainty. In addition, an accurate energy
function would require a complete representation of all
the atoms in the protein, and some representation of the
solvent degrees of freedom, thus greatly increasing the
conformational space to be searched. For this reason,
there has been increasing interest in developing appropri-
ate potential functions that work for simplified ‘reduced
representations’ of the protein conformations.
Although it is possible to develop energy functions based
on empirical measurements or calculations for small organic
molecules, it has become common to look at the statistical
properties of the database of proteins of known structures to
ascertain the values of the various energetic parameters.
Many of the potentials currently being developed can be
considered variations of ‘potentials of mean force’ [1–3],
derived from a statistical analysis of the protein database
based on the quasi-chemical approximation of Miyazawa
and Jernigan [4]. In the development of these potentials,
the distribution of interactions in folded proteins is
assumed to represent an uncorrelated thermodynamic
weighting of the interaction energy. Although these poten-
tials have achieved some degree of success, they suffer from
a number of problems. Progress has been made in justifying
this approach from theoretical principles [4–6], but there is
no a priori reason to believe that the interactions in proteins
in the respective ground states of an ensemble of biological
proteins would obey Boltzmann statistics. In addition,
the potentials of mean force generally assume statistical
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independence of the various interactions. This is quite
problematic, both for trivial reasons (if hydrophobic resi-
dues are buried away from the surface in order to avoid
interactions with the solvent, they will tend to be clustered
near each other, resulting in a greater chance that they will
be in contact even in the absence of interactions between
them) and deeper reasons (the consistency principle of
Go– [7] and the principle of minimal frustration [8] imply
that correlations between interactions may arise in order to
facilitate the folding process).
An alternative approach has been based on deriving energy
functions that are optimized to predict protein conforma-
tions, generally by ensuring that the energy of the correctly
folded state is as low as possible compared with the lowest
energy incorrect states [9–12]. Implicit in this approach is
that it is necessary not only to stabilize the correct structures,
but also to destabilize incorrect ones. Such a principle has
also been used to design amino acid sequences that would
fold into a given native state [13,14]. There have been a
number of variations on this principle. Goldstein, Luthey-
Schulten and Wolynes (GLW; [10,11,15,16]) approached
this problem using both techniques drawn from spin-glass
theory and from Bayesian statistics. According to their work,
the important quantity was the difference in energy level of
the correct native state compared with the average energy
level of the random conformations (∆), divided by the stan-
dard deviation of the energy levels of the random conforma-
tions (Γ); this is similar to the Z-score in the sequence-align-
ment literature [17]. The best energy potential would be
the potential that maximized this Z-score for the proteins in
the database. For an ensemble of database proteins, GLW
chose to maximize 〈∆〉/〈Γ〉, where the averages are over the
database proteins, in order to enable a closed-form solution
for the optimal energy function. In contrast, Mirny and
Shakhnovich (MS; [12]) maximized the harmonic average
of individual Z-scores to obtain the optimal potential for a
set of proteins, motivated by the desire for proteins with
low Z-scores to dominate the averaging procedure.
In this paper, we present a new approach towards finding
the optimal potential for a set of proteins. It is based on the
principle that it is always best to optimize the quantity that
you are most interested in maximizing. If we are interested
in developing an energy potential that is as successful as
possible at predicting protein structures, we should opti-
mize the success rate. This averaging procedure allows us
to concentrate on the proteins with intermediate Z-scores
rather than the ones with extremely low or high Z-scores,
thus neglecting the proteins whose predictions are either
highly unlikely or overly easy.
Given these different approaches towards the problem,
certain questions emerge. Which approach gives the
most accurate energy potentials? Which potentials are
more successful at predicting protein structures? Answering
either of these questions is difficult. Because we do not
know the true potentials, we cannot evaluate which derived
one is most accurate. Although there have been canonical
sets of protein structures developed to test structure predic-
tion algorithms, the results are necessarily anecdotal and
are complicated by differences in implementation of the
various techniques.
An approach towards answering questions such as these
was pioneered by Thomas and Dill [18] using lattice
models. The basic idea was to imagine a reality in which
proteins are described by self-avoiding random walks on
lattices and the energy function is specified in advance. We
can generate a synthetic database of random sequences
and their corresponding native states. We then determine
the accuracy with which scientists living in this lattice
world could reconstruct the true energy function by apply-
ing one method or another to the synthetic database. We
can also see how successful these scientists would be in
predicting the structure of other lattice proteins based on
their approximate energy functions.
In general, we find that the approach of optimizing the
probability of success generates potentials that are more
accurate than generated either by optimizing 〈∆〉/〈Γ〉 as in
the GLW method or the harmonic mean of the Z-scores as
in the more recent MS approach. We also demonstrate that
our method is significantly more likely to be successful at
predicting the structures of proteins not in the database.
Results
As mentioned above, there have been a number of
methods proposed for optimizing interaction potentials
based on maximizing Z-scores over a training database.
The most fundamental difference is the nature of the aver-
aging over the various proteins. In the GLW approach,
〈∆〉/〈Γ〉 is optimized. In the MS approach, the harmonic
mean of the Z-scores, 〈1/Ζ〉−1 is optimized. We tried the
most obvious approach, optimizing the simple mean of the
Z-scores (Zavg). In our (CG) approach, we optimize the
average probability of a successful prediction, calculated as
described in the Materials and methods section.
In order to compare these various methods, a database was
constructed consisting of 1000 27-residue proteins made up
of random amino acid sequences. These proteins were
assumed to fold into a state confined to a 3× 3 × 3 three-
dimensional cubic lattice, in which the distances between
adjacent residues are all of unit length. It is possible to enu-
merate all 103,346 possible self-avoiding walks on the
lattice. A contact exists if two residues are on adjacent sites
but are not adjacent in sequence. It was assumed that the
true energy function for these lattice proteins was the one
developed by Miyazawa and Jernigan (MJ; [4]), which
implicitly includes the effect of interactions between the
protein and the solvent. Using this interaction potential, we
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were able to calculate the energies of all possible compact
conformations for every sequence. The conformation with
the lowest energy is the correct native structure corres-
ponding to that particular sequence. The 1000 different
sequences corresponded to 992 unique native folded states.
Because the interactions are assumed to be symmetric,
the energy function is specified by the 210 contact
potentials representing all possible pairs of amino acids.
As only relative energy levels are relevant, and all possi-
ble structures have the same total number of contacts,
adding or multiplying a constant to the derived poten-
tials will not change the result. It is therefore necessary
to eliminate two degrees of freedom to obtain a unique
set of optimal potentials. We did this by setting two
interactions equal to their corresponding MJ potentials
and optimizing the other 208 interaction potentials. For
all the different approaches, the optimization was per-
formed using the sequential quadratic algorithm of the
NAG software package (Numerical Algorithms Group
Ltd, Oxford, UK).
The relative values of the potentials optimized for overall
success versus the ‘correct’ MJ potentials are shown in
Figure 1. We measured the accuracy of the derived poten-
tials by calculating the correlation coefficients between
these potentials and the MJ potentials. These coefficients
as a function of database size for the various optimization
methods are shown in Figure 2.
As mentioned above, the synthetic database was con-
structed of random sequences and their associated native
states, assumed to be the conformations of lowest energy
using the MJ potential. This implicitly assumes that all
sequences are possible and represent viable, foldable pro-
teins. In contrast, theoretical models and lattice simula-
tions have suggested that only proteins with an adequate
value of the Z-score would be able to fold [10,19–21]. In
order to investigate how this constraint on the dataset
would affect the results of the optimization, lattice proteins
were grouped according to their Z-scores and a database
was constructed of sequences with Z-scores > 5.0. ~0.87%
of random protein sequences fulfilled this criteria. The
accuracy of the various optimization methods for calculat-
ing the true energy potential as a function of the database
size for this second database is shown in Figure 3.
The purpose of these optimization procedures is to maxi-
mize our ability to predict the native conformations of
proteins of unknown structure. In order to compare the
various optimization methods, we generated a second
indepzendent database of 1000 test proteins with their
992 different corresponding native states, and calculated
the fraction of these proteins that would have their
correct structure selected using the various optimized
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Figure 1
Optimal potential derived by our approach compared with the ‘correct’
MJ [4] potential.
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Figure 2
Correlation coefficients as a function of the number of proteins in the
database for various approaches. Optimization of the probability of
success, CG (this work); optimization of the harmonic mean of the
Z-scores, MS [12]; optimization of the average value of ∆ over the
average value of Γ, GLW [10,11,15,16]; and optimization of the
average Z-score (Zavg).
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potentials. All the potentials did reasonably well at
selecting the correct structure from among the 992 possi-
bilities; the CG method described above yielded the
highest success rate of 98.9%, compared with success
rates of 98.3% for the MS method, 97.9% for the GLW
method, and 97.7% for the Zavg method. The relative
rates fell significantly when the potentials were used to
predict the correct structure from among all 103,346 pos-
sible compact lattice structures. The CG method was
successful with 61.9% of the test set proteins, signifi-
cantly higher than the success rates achieved with the
MS potential (54.2%), Zavg potential (50.5%) and GLW
potential (49.8%).
The distribution of Z-scores calculated for these test pro-
teins with the different energy functions is plotted in
Figure 4. All optimization methods yield significantly
higher Z-scores than the true energy function. In contrast
to the other optimization schemes, the CG method works
to maximally increase the Z-score of proteins for which
the structures are possible yet difficult to predict — those
with Z-scores of ~4.0.
Discussion
In this paper, we propose a novel approach towards
finding the optimal potential based on a set of database
proteins. Specifically, we developed an expression to
directly quantify the probability of success in predicting
protein structures. All the various optimization methods
discussed in this paper are equivalent for a single database
protein, optimizing the Z-score for that protein. The dif-
ference between these procedures is in how this method is
generalized to a larger heterogeneous database that con-
tains some proteins that may be easier to predict than
others. Previous methods have been developed in order to
allow closed-form solutions (GLW) or to focus on the pro-
teins that are the hardest to predict (MS). In contrast, we
maximized the average probability of success and aimed
to predict as many protein structures as possible, providing
more accurate energy parameters that are more likely to
generate accurate predictions.
For the hardest protein structures to predict, which had
low Z-scores and for which the probability of a success-
ful prediction is small, increasing the Z-scores will
not greatly increase the probability of a successful pre-
diction. Similarly, in the cases where the Z-score is high
and confident predictions can be made, further optimiza-
tion is not warranted. Our method concentrates directly
on proteins whose structure prediction is challenging,
but not impossible. It is exactly this ability to focus on
the proteins at the border between predictability and
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Figure 3
Correlation coefficients as a function of the number of proteins in the
database of proteins which all have Z-scores > 5.0.
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Figure 4
The distribution of proteins in the test set with a given value of Z-score
for various approaches.
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non-predictability that allows us to maximally increase
the overall rate of success.
As shown in Figure 1, the optimization approach tends to
be inaccurate for the repulsive interactions with large
positive contact energies. The biggest discrepancy bet-
ween these two potentials is the tendency to underesti-
mate strongly destabilizing interactions, also observed in
optimization procedures that optimize the harmonic
mean of the Z-scores [12]. This is likely to be a result of
the use of a Gaussian approximation for the random
states, in that the Z-score is actually decreased by having
bad states overly high in energy as a result of the increase
in the standard deviation of the energies of the random
states, Γ.
There are then two sources of errors in the optimized
potentials — the systematic bias towards underestimat-
ing destabilizing interactions and the more random
scatter of the potentials around this bias. This scatter may
be a result of the size of the database of known structures
or may involve more complicated effects such as correla-
tions between the various contact potentials. In order to
separate the consequences of these two effects on the
prediction accuracy, we represented the systematic bias
by modeling the relationship between true and opti-
mized potentials (Figure 1) with a cubic spine. We then
calculated the accuracy of our method with the system-
atic bias removed and only the scatter remaining. Simi-
larly, we calculated the effect of removing the scatter and
computed the accuracy of our method if the contact
potentials were assumed to lie exactly on the cubic-spline
fit. The ability of the potential to distinguish the correct
structure from all possible compact structures increased
from 61.9% to 73.6% when the systematic bias was
removed. Similarly, the success rate increased to 71.0%
when the deviations around the systematic bias were
eliminated. This suggests that we should have a signifi-
cant increase in prediction accuracy through the use of a
theoretical model that fits the energy distributions better
than the Gaussian distribution. Similarly, the use of a
larger dataset and a model that better includes the corre-
lations between the contact potentials might similarly
increase the prediction accuracy.
Materials and methods
We are generally interested in predicting the native structure of protein
m by identifying the native conformation CNS
m from a large set of N pos-
sible conformations {Ck}. We do this by calculating {Ek
m}, the energy of
protein sequence m for every possible conformation k using some
unspecified energy function H. We then choose the lowest energy
state as our predicted structure. We choose correctly only if the lowest
energy state, computed using H, is indeed the correct state, or alterna-
tively, if every incorrect state is higher in energy. The question is, what
is the best energy function to use for this application?
Let us assume that ρm(Er), the distribution of energies of protein m in
the random conformations computed using H, is a Gaussian centered
at E–r
m with standard deviation Γm, whereas the correct native-state
structure has energy ENS
m . The probability that any individual random
structure with energy Er drawn from ρm(Er) has an energy larger than
that of the correct structure is given by:
(1)
where Zm (the Z-score for protein m) = (E
–
r
m – ENS
m )/Γm.
In order for us to be successful in correctly predicting the structure
from among the N incorrect alternatives, all the other structures must
have an energy > ENS
m . P(Sm), the probability of ‘success’ for sequence
m, is given by:
(2)
For a single sequence, the probability of success is a monotonically
increasing function of the Z-score, so the optimal energy function is the
one that maximizes this quantity. For an ensemble of proteins, we are
interested in generating the largest possible number of correct predic-
tions. This corresponds to optimizing the average probability of success.
So, in contrast to maximizing either 〈∆〉/〈Γ〉, as done by Wolynes and
coworkers [10,11,15,16], or the harmonic mean of Z, as done by Mirny
and Shakhnovich [12], we maximize the average probability that the
energy function would yield a correct prediction:
(3)
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